
ESSAY ON EFFECTS OF TELEVISION

The Effects of Television essays Has our nation been deceived by the media? Has the media sent forth an era that it is
all right to define what was considered old.

These companies are only after one thing and that is how much money they can make. Television is a
pervasive and complex part of children's lives; there are many factors that affect how much and what they
view. Children get obsessed with TV and they might get behind in their studies. Has the media sent forth an
era that it is all right to define what was considered old fashion values? Many people view television as a very
positive form of entertainment, as it is without a doubt the most popular kind in the world. For example, if we
compare the difference in learning behaviors between the classroom setting and sitting in front of the
television we will surely know the basis of the problem. Should reality television be restricted by any exterior
forces Violence, and sex on television negatively impacts today's youth, and adolescents. Music lyrics with
vulgar languages affect the development and well-being of young children. Television could be the most-used
technological commodity of all. One of the things that most interests me in the violence on television, is the
effects it has on children. It can make people think things they would not otherwise think, and do things they
would not otherwise do. Throughout the rest of this research paper we will talk about the positive and negative
effects of reality television on it 's viewers and how it effects the American culture of today 's society
Television has been around for more than just a couple of decades in this society and it is no surprise that
television is indisputably one of the most important inventions in modern history. And not just an ordinary
member, but a very important one, because the time spent next to it exceeds the amount of time spent together
with any other family member. Also, children love to watch TV rather then do their homework. I believe there
is. It seems as though reality T. Very often, teenagers, children, and even adults impersonate acts on television.
Television has become a major power in our culture. It is not what they are learning, since television shows
can all be educational; it is how yo! Violence in music videos can cause health problem. Although television
seems like a great thing to have, it has its drawbacks. Most of these commercials consisted of new reality
shows. In fact, a main contributor to these negative effects on children are caused by parents. With teenagers
being extremely influential human beings, they are more likely to replicate the celebrities they see on reality
television due to the influence that these celebrities have over a normal person. Therefore, television is
negative because it contains false data. Hundreds of millions of people now have at least one television in their
home. The issue that I am addressing is the effect of sex and violence in the media on children. If they were
not new, it was dates for when the old ones would make a comeback. They go to work, come home and make
dinner, and sit down and watch some television.


